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The Next Meeting
will be held at the
Manawatu Observatory on Wednesday,
July 31st 2013 at
8.00 p.m.
As we ended up foregoing the talk last
month for an observing session in the dome
we have re-scheduled
that talk for this
month. The president
will give a talk on his
recent visit to some

southern observatories
during the autumn.

STELLARFEST
2013 !
Don’t forget this coming weekend the Horowhenua astronomical
Society are hosting a
fun filled astronomical
weekend at the Foxton
Beach Bible Camp scene of last years highly
successful Winter As-

Vids to check out

trocamp 2012.

 Could we stop an asteroid?

If you haven’t registered then you can do
so via the H.A.S.I. web
site,
http://
www.horoastronomy.o
rg.nz/
See you all there!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Agdvt9M3NJA
 A must see!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=C4pcg7bXgmU
 Cosmos with Neil deGrasse
Tyson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gMJxjYRXYkU
 Why are we driven to explore?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pTccWT2YOC8
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Years
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Despite this being the weakest sunspot cycle of the last 100 years there have
been some weak displays seen from the North Island. Ian Cooper had to drive
over into the Tararua District to get this view of an auroral sub-storm at 9.20
U.T. (p.m. local time). Check out the back pages to see other images of this auroral display seen across New Zealand and Australia.
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OBJECTS FOR BINO’S & SMALL TELESCOPES
In the middle of winter as soon as it gets
dark we find the Galaxy, our Milky Way,
straddling not only the zenith but also dominating the meridian, the point where stars
culminate or reach their highest point.

shape that makes this cluster a must in any
binocular viewing list. It fits into a wide field
eyepiece of any telescope.
The most well known object this month is

In nearby Delphinus the Dolphin is another
somewhat smaller planetary nebula NGC
6905. Nearly as big in size as the disc of
Saturn at 39” (seconds of arc) and shining at
magnitude 11.1 this object is visible in
‘scopes as small as 10cm aperture, but is

August is our best
early evening chance
to get a look at a pair
of northern constituents that lie along the
Milky Way. We star by
finding the most dominant of the three
bright stars that make
up the Winter Triangle, namely Altair the
lucida of the constellation Aquila the Eagle.
The other two stars of
the Winter Triangle
are Vega, the brightest
of the three, and Deneb the tail of Cygnus
the Swan which culminates at only 5°!
This month’s selection
of objects consists of
four planetary nebulae,
a distinctive open cluster and just one of the
many dark nebulae that
mark this area out
even to the naked eye.
We start with the
easiest on the list, the
famous ‘Coathanger
Cluster’ which lies in
the constellation of
Vulpecula (the Fox)
but is found by following the arrows from

Collinder 399 The Coathanger Cluster
the stars in Aquila. Also known as Collinder
(Cr) 399 this loose cluster is easily resolved
in binoculars. It is the humble binocular
view that shows the distinctive coathanger

the famous “Dumbbell Nebula,” Messier 27
(M 27) one of the
largest and brightest planetary
nebulae in the
sky. At magnitude
7.3 and covering
5.8’ (minutes of
arc) this nebula
can be seen as a
distinctive soft
glow in binoculars
in a field lacking
distinctive star
patterns. The
famous apple core
or dumbbell
shape is most
evident in small telescopes. To best find this
famous object go to the end of the Arrow
(Sagitta) and follow a short chain of stars at
a right angle to the line of the arrow.

best seen in larger apertures at high power.
Moving south into Aquila we find a fine
example of one of the many dark nebulae
that fill this part of the Milky Way. Just a
few degrees west of Altair can be found
Barnard (B) 142-43. In the telescope on a
clear, dark transparent night an observer
can make out the shape of a capital letter
“E” that is missing the link with the bottom
‘prong.’ The southern prong is B 143 and is
the most difficult part of the two nebulae to
see. This is set in a soft background of stars.
Even 10 x 50 bino’s can make out the top
two ‘prongs’ which make up B 142 but the
“E” is inverted.
In southern Aquila is a magnitude 12.7 planetary nebula called NGC 6772. Just slightly
bigger in diameter than Jupiter at 62” small
telescopes will pick up a faint round, diffuse
glow that has no visible Larger apertures
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central star. Larger apertures will show the
annulus structure if a narrow band filter
such as an O-III is used.
We finish the list with one of my favourite
northern planetary nebulae, NGC 6781.
Culminating at around 44°, NGC 6781
covers 109” and shines at magnitude 11.4.
Smaller apertures hint at a darker centre
but this becomes more obvious at higher
powers and with larger apertures. NGC
6781 is an obvious luminous circular patch
in the field of view.
These are but a few of the highlights in this
area that can sometimes be overlooked by
observers concentrating on the splendours
of the galactic core in the Sagittarius region.

NGC 6905 in a 15’ x 15’ field
Happy hunting,
Ian Cooper.

Messier 27 The Dumbbell Nebula
Barnard 142—143, north is up.

NGC 6772 in a 15’ x 15’ wide field

NGC 6781 (Photo by Adam Block)
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The Weakest Solar Cycle in One Hundred Years
Scientists are struggling to explain the
Sun’s bizarre recent behaviour. Is it a
fluke, or a sign of a deeper trend?

their results sparked a lively debate rather
than a scientific consensus.
A Weak and Weird Cycle

basically, a giant bar magnet. But the Sun’s
rotation is faster at its equator than at its
poles, and this difference soon stretches the
field lines like distended rubber bands
around the solar surface. Frenetic activity
ensues, with magnetic tangles producing
sunspots, prominences, and sometimes
flares and plasma explosions. All of that dies
down when the Sun-wide magnetic field
lines finally snap into simpler configurations,
re-establishing the dipole field and beginning
the next cycle.
The Sun has been doing all of that, just to a
lesser degree. “Not only is this the smallest
cycle we’ve seen in the space age, it’s the
smallest cycle in 100 years,” says Hathaway,
who took part in the Solar Cycle 24 Prediction Panel back in 2007.
The current cycle isn't just weak. Starting in
2006, the Sun's poles became asymmetric,
with the south pole lagging behind the north
for the past 7 years. Asymmetric poles are
common enough, but they usually synchronize within a year or so.

Sun is currently at the peak of Cycle 24, the
weakest cycle in 100 years.
D. Hathaway / NASA / MSFC
The Sun is acting weird. It typically puts on a
pageant of magnetic activity every 11 years
for aurora watchers and sungazers alike, but
this time it overslept. When it finally woke
up (a year late), it gave the weakest performance in 100 years.
What’s even weirder is that scientists, who
aren’t usually shy about tossing hypotheses
about, are at a loss for a good explanation.
Three scientists, David Hathaway (NASA /
Marshall Space Flight Centre), Giuliana de
Toma (High Altitude Observatory), and
Matthew Penn (National Solar Observatory)
presented possible explanations at this
month’s meeting of the American Astronomical Society’s Solar Physics Division, but

The Sun rotates faster at its equator, which
stretches the magnetic field lines around the
solar surface.

© Addison Wesley
A well-behaved Sun flips its north and south
magnetic poles every 11 years. A cycle
starts when the field is weak and dipolar—

G. de Toma / USAF / NOAO
The panel members were split at the time
on whether the next solar activity cycle
would be strong or weak, but their middleof-the-road estimate anticipated 90 sunspots as a peak value near August 2012.

Instead, the peak sunspot number seems to
be less than 70, and the maximum arrived
later than expected. Cycle 24 should have
peaked in 2012, 11 years after its last minimum in 2001, but the Sun overslept by a full
year, waking up in 2013 instead.
And its waking has been asymmetric: the
north pole has led the cycle since 2006,
with the south pole lagging behind. “It’s not
uncommon to see hemispheres going out of
phase . . . Usually this [asymmetry] lasts a
year or so and then the hemispheres synchronize,” de Toma explains. “We don’t
know why this is lasting for so long.”
Explaining Weirdness
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Cycle 24 is the weakest cycle in 100 years.
This might be part of a centennial tapering
of magnetic activity known as the Gleissberg
cycle.

“If this trend continues, there will be almost
no spots in Cycle 25, and we might be going
into another Maunder Minimum,” Penn
states. The first Maunder Minimum oc-

produce Penn’s results by excluding small
sunspots, suggesting Penn’s trend might
result from the way his team selects the
sunspots they measure.
Another word of caution came from Hathaway, who notes that the Maunder Minimum
might have been a catastrophic event rather
than a gradual trend. “Many of my colleagues are poring over historical records
to find out . . . what did lead up to the
Maunder Minimum?” he says. “New observations suggestion that the cycle before the
Maunder Minimum wasn’t particularly
small.”
Regardless of what’s causing the Sun’s
strange behavior, Hathaway and Penn, who
are both in the solar prediction business,
anticipate that Cycle 25, expected to peak
in 2024, will be the weakest yet.

D. Hathaway / NASA / MSFC
It’s possible that, weak and weird as it is,
Cycle 24 is still part of the Sun’s normal
variation, even if it’s one of the weakest
cycles yet recorded.

curred during the second half of the 17th
century. Almost no spots were seen on the
Sun during this time, which coincided with
Europe’s Little Ice Age.

Penn’s prediction is based on the weakening
magnetic field he sees within sunspots;
Hathaway’s are instead based on measurements of the Sun’s polar field and the meridional flow, the flow of magnetic flux from the
Sun’s equator to the poles. A stronger flow
would help strengthen weak fields, but meridional flows have been completely absent
in Cycle 24 so far. We might have a long
wait ahead of us to see if and when the Sun
recovers.
Posted by Monica Young, July 24, 2013

In fact, both Hathaway and de Toma think
the 11-year cycle might be part of a larger
one. Historical records show weak cycles at
the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, so
it could be that the solar cycle tapers every
100 years or so in what’s known as the
Gleissberg Cycle. It’s not easy to establish
the existence of a cycle that turns over on
such a long timescale, and even Hathaway
admitted, “Certainly I don’t understand how
it works.”
Doug Biesecker (NOAA), chair of the most
recent prediction panel, says, “I remain
highly skeptical . . . [Even] if you believe
there is a 100-year cycle, then that still
doesn't tell us why. Just that it is.”
Penn offered another, more catastrophic
option: the sunspot cycle might die altogether. His team uses sunspot spectra to
measure their magnetic fields, and his data
show a clear trend: the magnetic field
strength in sunspots is waning.
Penn's research shows that sunspots' magnetic field strength is declining over time.
Sunspots can only form if the magnetic field
is greater than around 1,500 Gauss, so if the
trend continues, we could be headed for a
time where no spots appear on the Sun's
surface.
M. Penn

But Penn acknowledges that magnetic field
measurements from other studies don’t
always see the same trend he sees. Some
observations show that sunspots’ magnetic
field strength varies with the solar cycle, and
others (including de Toma’s) show that
sunspots’ magnetic fields aren’t changing
with time. De Toma was even able to re-

http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science
-at-nasa/2013/01mar_twinpeaks/
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Pluto's Smallest
Moons Named
The names of Pluto¹s two smallest
known moons, previously referred
to as P4 and P5 have been formally
approved by the International Astronomical Union (IAU). P4 has
been named Kerberos, after the
three-headed dog of Greek mythology. P5 has been named Styx, after
the mythological river that separates the world of the living from
the realm
of the dead. The moons join Pluto's
previously known moons Charon,
Nix and Hydra. According to IAU
rules, Pluto¹s moons are named for
characters associated with the Underworld of Greek and Roman mythology.

the results of an unprecedented
Internet vote that was held during
February 2012. The ballot at http://
plutorocks.seti.org received almost
500,000 votes, including 30,000
write-in suggestions. The website
received international attention, and
half the votes came from outside
the U.S.
Kerberos is the Greek form of the
name Cerberus, which ranked second in the voting. Styx ranked third.
The top vote-getter was Vulcan
based on a suggestion from actor
William Shatner of TV's Star Trek.
Vulcan was the name of the home
planet of Mr. Spock. The IAU gave
serious consideration to this name,
which happens to be shared by the

Roman god of volcanoes. However,
because that name has already been
used in astronomy, and because
the Roman god is not closely associated with Pluto, this proposal was
rejected.
We will obtain closer looks at Kerberos and Styx in 2015, when New
Horizons becomes the first spacecraft to fly through the Pluto system.
For more see http://www.seti.org/setiinstitute/press-release/plutossmallest-moons-receive-their-officialnames

Mark Showalter, Senior Research
Scientist at the SETI Institute in
Mountain View, California, led the
team of astronomers in the discoveries of Kerberos and Styx. Both
were first seen in lengthy exposures
of the
Pluto system taken by the Hubble
Space Telescope. These images
were
obtained in support of NASA's New
Horizons mission, which will fly past
Pluto in July 2015. Kerberos was
discovered in 2011 and Styx in
2012.
The names were selected based on

Long-Lost Comet Rediscovered
In 1819 November 27 Marseilles
astronomer Blanpain discovered a
comet of magnitude 6-7 in Virgo.
Measurement of its positions
from December 14 to 1820 January
25 showed that it was a shortperiod comet that would return in
five years. It was not seen again so
was designated D/1819 W1 in
modern catalogues; D/ for disappeared. In 2003 an asteroid was
discovered that had an orbit similar
to Comet Blanpain. It was designat-

ed 2003 WY25. Brian Marsden of
the Minor Planet Centre ran the
orbit back in time and showed that
the identity was plausible. On July 4
observers using the 1.8-metre PanSTARRS1 telescope found an 18th
magnitude comet that was quickly
identified as being a return of 2003
WY25. It was also near the position
of D/1819 W1 predicted by Syuichi
Nakano of Sumoto, Japan, from his
linkage of the 2003 asteroid to the
1819 comet. Having precise observations over ten years, Gareth Williams of the Minor Planet Centre
was able to accurately run the
comet's movements back to 1819.

The orbital elements for each of 38
returns can be seen in Minor Planet
Electronic Circular 2013-N21
at http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/ .
Over the two centuries the comet's
return times varied from 5.14 to
5.48 years as the gravity of planets,
mostly Jupiter, tweaked its orbit.
Comet Blanpain, now re-designated
P/1819 W1, will be at its closest to
the sun on 2014 August 28, just
inside Earth's orbit. Unfortunately
it will then be on the far side of the
sun from us so not visible.
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zoomed shot:
A full description of how this image
was taken is on the NASA site as
well as the Cassini CICLOPS site.
These images from Cassini are only
one part of a massive 33-picture
mosaic that will show all of Saturn
and its rings in full colour; that image will be released soon. Stay
tuned for that, because it will
be magnificent.
Even as I write this I am in awe of
these images. The things I see in
them are overwhelming. Think on
this:
Every human being who ever
lived, in all of history, is contained in
those images.
 The farthest any human being
has ever travelled—every explorer
who has climbed to a mountaintop,
or dived to the deepest trench—is
contained in those images. The farthest we humans have ever explored, to just beyond our own
Moon—more than three days
worth of travel at very high speed—
is just a few pixels in these pictures.
 The Earth itself is a mere pixel
here. Even in the zoomed Cassini
picture, the Earth is barely larger
than a single pixel in size.


A Glimpse of Earth,
Shining Brightly,
From Very, Very Far
Away
This is nothing short of stunning:
Two spacecraft on nearly opposite
sides of the solar system both took
pictures of the Earth at nearly the
same time, showing our entire planet as not much more than a
smeared flash of slightly overexposed light.
The picture above is from the Cassini spacecraft orbiting Saturn. On
July 19, at a distance of
1.4 billion kilometres (900 million
miles) from Earth, it took the above
image (actually a combination of
three pictures taken with a red,
green, and blue filter to mimic a
“natural light” photo). Cassini was
on the far side of Saturn, looking

back toward the inner solar system.
From that vantage, Saturn blocks
the Sun and looks dark (except for
an arc of light scattered through its
upper atmosphere), and we see the
rings translucently, light from the
distant Sun penetrating and shining
through. The Earth is just under the
main rings, a scintillation of blue
above Saturn’s ghostly E-ring.
There’s more than just the Earth,
too. The Moon is visible in the

And yet the legacy of these images
may be the smallness, the shining
insignificance and singular beauty of
our planet hanging in the depths of
space. Context matters. We send
our robot proxies into the terrible
vastness, and when they turn them
around to look back at us we see
ourselves for who and what we really are. We’re part of that Universe, and it’s an outstanding
achievement even being able to
acknowledge that.
http://www.slate.com/
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Comet ISON is Spewing Out Carbon Dioxide and Dust
As part of the Comet ISON Observing Campaign, the Spitzer Space
Telescope was used to “stare” at
the comet for 24 hours on Jun 13,
2013. Images from Spitzer’s “ISONa-thon” indicate that carbon dioxide
and dust are spewing out of the
comet at a fairly large rate.

two days or so, tweeted
the Sungrazing Comets Twitter
feed,, and the amount of carbon
dioxide released per day would be
enough for about 625 million cans
of soda.
The images were taken by the
Spitzer’s Infrared Array Camera
showing the comet’s tail, which is
about 186,400 miles (300,000 kilometres) long.

Comet ISON was about 312 million
miles (502 million kilometres) from
“We estimate ISON is emitting
the Sun, 3.35 times farther than
about 2.2 million pounds (1 million
Earth, when the observations were
kilograms) of what is most likely
made.
carbon dioxide gas and about 120
Comet ISON (C/2012 S1) is less
million pounds (54.4 million kilothan 3 miles (4.8 kilometres) in digrams) of dust every day,” said Car- ameter (about the size of a small
ey Lisse, leader of NASA’s Comet
mountain) and weighs between 7
ISON Observation Campaign and a
billion and 7 trillion pounds (3.2
senior research scientist at the
billion and 3.2 trillion kilograms).
Johns Hopkins University Applied
However, its true size and density
Physics Laboratory.
have not yet been accurately determined because of its distance from
That amount of dust is about the
Earth. Like all comets, ISON is a
mass of one aircraft carrier every
dirty snowball made up of dust and
frozen gases such as water,
These images from NASA’s Spitzer
Space Telescope of C/2012 S1 (Comet ammonia, methane and carbon
dioxide. These are some of the
ISON) were taken on June 13, when
ISON was 310 million miles (about 500 fundamental building blocks,
million kilometres) from the sun. Image which scientists believe led to

the formation of the planets 4.5
billion years ago.
“This observation gives us a good
picture of part of the composition
of ISON, and, by extension, of the
proto-planetary disk from which
the planets were formed,” said
Lisse. “Much of the carbon in the
comet appears to be locked up in
carbon dioxide ice. We will know
even more in late July and August,
when the comet begins to warm up
near the water-ice line outside of
the orbit of Mars, and we can detect the most abundant frozen gas,
which is water, as it boils away
from the comet.”
The comet will pass within 724,000
miles (1.16 million kilometres) of
the Sun on Nov. 28.
Astronomers are wondering if the
comet will survive its close pass of
the Sun, and also if it will live up to
expectations of becoming bright
enough to be seen in the daytime,
as some have predicted.
http://www.universetoday.com/
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Sun’s loops are displaying an optical illusion
The Sun’s outer atmosphere, or
corona, has posed an enduring
mystery. Why is it so hot? The
Sun’s visible surface is only 10,000°
Fahrenheit (5500° Celsius), but as
you move outward, the temperature shoots up to millions of degrees. It’s like a campfire that feels
hotter the farther away you stand.
To understand how the corona is
heated, some astronomers study
coronal loops. These structures
are shaped like an upside-down U
and show where magnetic field lines
are funnelling solar gases or plasma.
Scientists’ best photos of the Sun
suggest that these loops are a constant width, like strands of rope.
However, new work shows that this
is an optical illusion; the loops are
actually tapered, wider at the top
and narrower at the ends. This finding has important implications for
coronal heating.
“You need less energy to heat the
corona if the loops have a tapered
geometry, which is exactly what we
found,” said Henry Winter of the
Harvard-Smithsonian Centre for
Astrophysics (CfA) in Cambridge,
Maryland.
Winter and his colleagues constructed a computer model of a
tapered loop using basic physics.
Then they processed their model to
show how it would look when photographed by instruments like the
High-resolution Coronal Imager (Hi
-C) or the Solar Dynamics Observatory’s Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA).
They found that even the best available images wouldn’t have the resolution to show the loop’s true
structure. As a result, a tapered
loop would appear tubular even
though it wasn’t.

This photo of the Sun's edge, taken

“In science, we always compare theory to reality. But if your view of
reality is incorrect, your theory will
be wrong, too. What we thought
we saw could be just an effect of
the instrument,” said Winter.
Historically, as scientists have gotten better and better photos of coronal loops, they have revealed more
and more structure. What first appeared to be a single loop turned
out to be made of many smaller
strands. The team’s work shows
that better instruments with higher
resolution are still needed to reveal
the true shape and structure of the
loops.
“Coronal loops are like Russian
nesting dolls. We keep pulling them
apart, but we haven’t gotten to the
smallest one yet,” said Winter.
http://astronomy.com/

with the Solar Dynamics Observatory Atmospheric Imaging Assembly,
shows coronal loops in a variety of
sizes. Although the loops appear to
have a constant width, like strands
of rope, new work suggests that this
is an optical illusion. The loops are
actually tapered, wider at the top
and narrower at the bot-
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Kepler's Planet
Search Ends
The Kepler telescope was launched
into space in 2009 to look for extrasolar planets, those that circle
stars other than the sun. Since then
it has spotted more than 2,700 potential alien worlds, including some
that appear to be small, rocky and
far enough from their stars for liquid water to exist on the surfacerather like Earth, in other words,
and thus, just possibly, hospitable to
life. In doing so it made "exoplanet"
research one of the busiest areas of
astronomy. It also whetted planethunters´ appetites. Originally meant
to collect data for 3½ years, last
year its mission was extended until
2016.
So it came as a blow when, on May
15th, the telescope's minders at
NASA
announced that the device was in
trouble. One of the three components,
known as reaction wheels, that help
keep it pointing in the right direction (specifically, at a patch of stars
between the constellations Lyra and
Cygnus) had jammed.
With its sole spare reaction wheel
already damaged, things did not
look good. After two weeks of trying, ASA´s boffins have been unable
to restore Kepler to working order.
Geoff Marcy, a planet-hunter at
University of California, Berkeley,
expressed his angst by borrowing
from W.H. Auden: "Kepler was my
North, my South, my East and
West," he lamented online. This
comes just six months after COROT, a European telescope with a
mission similar to Kepler's, suffered
a computer failure from which it has
yet to recover.
Happily, there is plenty of science
left to do. Big experiments collect
such vast quantities of data these
days that scientists cannot keep up.
As a result, discoveries can be made
long after a telescope has been decommissioned. Two papers, presented to the annual meeting of the

American Astronomical Society,
held on June 2nd-6th in Indianapolis,
show how.
The first, by Mark Everett, of the
National Optical Astronomy Observatory
in Arizona, and his colleagues, concerns data gathered by Kepler to
help astronomers nail down how
common various types of planet
might be. Earlier results suggested
that about 13% of the Milky Way's
stars host Earth-size planets. A further 30% host so-called Super
Earths, planets that are significantly
bigger than Earth but still rocky. All
good news, in other words, for
those hoping for signs of alien life.
But Dr Everett thinks that those
numbers may be too high. Kepler
scans
hundreds of thousands of stars,
hunting for the tiny but regular dips
in brightness which occur when a
planet passes in front of its parent
star. Astronomers can estimate the
size of a star from its brightness and
its colour. Once that is known, they
can estimate the radius of a transiting planet from the amount of dimming it causes.
Dr Everett and his team used
ground-based telescopes to make
detailed
measurements of the sizes of 268
stars identified by Kepler as being
orbited by planets. They found that
Kepler underestimated how big the
stars were. Sometimes the underestimates were small. But one in four
stars seems to be larger by 35% or
more.
That matters, because the size of a
planet is calculated from the size of
its parent star and the amount of
dimming observed. If the star is bigger, therefore, so too are its planets. In other words, some of the
Super Earths identified by Kepler
may in fact be gas giants, more akin
to Neptune and Uranus.
Bigger stars´ "habitable zones", in
which temperatures are low enough

for liquid water, and life, to exist,
are also farther from a star system's
centre. So some planets Kepler
deemed far enough from their parent star to be sufficiently cool may
in fact not be. (Admittedly, some
others, previously considered too
far to contain any water other than
ice, could
be balmier than thought.)
The second paper, by John Gizis at
the University of Delaware, reports
the
discovery not of a strange new planet, but of a strange new star.
W1906+40, as it is known, is a cool
dwarf that suffers from regular temper tantrums. Roughly once a week
it flares, its temperature rising from
around 2,000°C to 7,700°C in a
matter of minutes, before slowly
cooling off again.
Flares like these have never before
been seen in such a small, cool star.
Dr Gizis hopes that studying them
will help astronomers understand
the whims and fancies of the powerful magnetic fields that all stars,
including the sun, generate, and
which are presumed to produce the
flares.
Even if Kepler cannot be mended,
planet-hunters need not despair.
Earlier
this year NASA confirmed that in
2017 it plans to launch the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite, a successor to Kepler which will search
the entire sky, rather than merely a
part of it, and look for exoplanets
nearest to Earth. Until then, though,
astronomers will be poring over
Kepler's back catalogue, where
many discoveries still lurk.
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Reports detail Mars
rover clues to atmosphere’s past
A pair of new papers reports measurements of the martian atmosphere’s composition by NASA’s
Curiosity rover, providing evidence
about loss of much of Mars’ original
atmosphere.
Curiosity’s Sample Analysis at Mars
(SAM) suite of laboratory instruments inside the rover has measured the abundances of different
gases and different isotopes in several samples of martian atmosphere.
Isotopes are variants of the same
chemical element with different
atomic weights due to having different numbers of neutrons, such as
the most common carbon isotope,
carbon-12, and a heavier stable isotope, carbon-13.
SAM checked ratios of heavier to
lighter isotopes of carbon and oxygen in the carbon dioxide that
makes up most of the planet’s atmosphere. Heavy isotopes of carbon and oxygen are both enriched
in today’s thin martian atmosphere
compared with the proportions in
the raw material that formed Mars,
as deduced from proportions in the
Sun and other parts of the solar
system. This provides not only supportive evidence for the loss of
much of the planet’s original atmosphere, but also a clue to how the
loss occurred.
“As atmosphere was lost, the signature of the process was embedded
in the isotopic ratio,” said Paul Mahaffy of NASA
Goddard Space
Flight Centre in
Greenbelt, Maryland.
Other factors also
suggest Mars once
had a much thicker atmosphere,
such as evidence
of persistent pres-

ence of liquid water on the planet’s
surface long ago, even though the
atmosphere is too scant for liquid
water to persist on the surface
now. The enrichment of heavier
isotopes measured in the dominant
carbon-dioxide gas points to a process of loss from the top of the atmosphere — favouring loss of lighter isotopes — rather than a process of the lower atmosphere interacting with the ground.
Curiosity measured the same pattern in isotopes of hydrogen, as well
as carbon and oxygen, consistent
with a loss of a substantial fraction
of Mars’ original atmosphere. Enrichment in heavier isotopes in the
martian atmosphere has previously
been measured on Mars and in gas
bubbles inside meteorites from
Mars. Meteorite measurements indicate much of the atmospheric loss
may have occurred during the first
billion years of the planet’s 4.6billion-year history. The Curiosity
measurements reported this week
provide more precise measurements to compare with meteorite
studies and with models of atmospheric loss.
The Curiosity measurements do
not directly measure the current
rate of atmospheric escape, but
NASA’s next mission to Mars, the
Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution Mission (MAVEN), will do so.
“The current pace of the loss is exactly what the MAVEN mission now
scheduled to launch in November
of this year is designed to determine,” Mahaffy said.

The new reports describe analysis
of martian atmosphere samples with
two different SAM instruments during the initial 16 weeks of the rover’s mission on Mars, which is now
in its 50th week. SAM’s mass spectrometer and tunable laser spectrometer independently measured
virtually identical ratios of carbon13 to carbon-12. SAM also includes
a gas chromatograph and uses all
three instruments to analyze rocks
and soil, as well as atmosphere.
“Getting the same result with two
very different techniques increased
our confidence that there’s no unknown systematic error underlying
the measurements,” said Chris
Webster of NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, California.
“The accuracy in these new measurements improves the basis for
understanding the atmosphere’s
history.”
http://astronomy.com/

This picture shows a lab demonstration of the measurement chamber
inside the Tunable Laser Spectrometer, an instrument that is part of the
Sample Analysis at Mars investigation on NASA's Curiosity rov-
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The Solar System in August
PHASES OF THE MOON (times as shown by
GUIDE)
New moon:
August 7 at 9.51 pm NZST (Aug 6,
21:51 UT)
First quarter: August 14 at 10.56 pm NZST (10:56 UT)
Full moon: August 21 at 1.45 pm NZST (01:45 UT)
Last quarter August 28 at 9.35 pm NZST (09:35 UT)
THE PLANETS IN AUGUST
Saturn remains visible in the evening sky throughout
August, it gets lower during the month especially later
evening. Venus is visible in the early part of the evening
and gets higher during the month.
Mercury, Mars and Jupiter all start August as morning
objects. On the 1st, forty minutes before sunrise, they
will be very low to the northeast. Jupiter will be highest
8° up and so quite easily visible at magnitude -1.9. By
the end of August Mercury will have disappeared, the
altitude of Mars, 40 minutes before sunrise, will be almost unchanged, Jupiter will be nearly twice as high.
PLANETS IN THE EVENING SKY: SATURN
and VENUS.
VENUS will be the first object to appear in the evening
sky, visible at
sunset or earlier. On August 1, 30 minutes after sunset
it will be about 22° above the horizon.
By that time, as the sky darkens, SATURN will also be
visible almost due north well up in the sky with Spica
12° to its left. Later in the
evening, as the two swing around to the west the rotation of the sky
brings Spica down to the lower left of Saturn. Saturn
will set a little
before 1am.
At the end of August Venus will be about 30° above the
horizon half an hour after sunset and set more than 3
hours after the Sun. By the 31st the planet will only be
7° below Spica.
Saturn, on the other hand, will be getting lower, but still
higher than
Venus, now to the northwest, 14° from Spica, to the
star's upper right. The planet will set about 11 pm, so
will be best observed early evening.
The moon moves through this part of the sky fairly early in the month. On the 10th, as a thin crescent 10% lit,
it will be 5° above Venus. On the 12th the 27.5% lit
moon will be just over 1° below Spica, the two being
closest about 9 pm. The following night, the moon now
38% lit is 2.4° to the upper left of Saturn.

Mercury will be a very low evening object by the end of
August, but it sets only half an hour after the Sun on the
31st, so is not visible.
JUPITER, MARS and MERCURY in the morning
sky.
At the beginning of August the three planets will all be
low in the dawn sky. Jupiter will be the highest, about
8° up 45 minutes before sunrise. At the same time
Mars, at magnitude 1.6, will be just over 5° up, while
Mercury is 3.5° up and a little brighter at magnitude
0. Only Jupiter, magnitude -1.9 is likely to be reasonably easy to see by eye.
On the morning of the 4th the waning moon, a thin
crescent 8.5% lit, will be just over 3° above Jupiter.
During the month, Jupiter will gradually get higher, Mars
hardly change in height while Mercury will close in on
the Sun, so there is little chance of seeing the latter.
On the 24th Mercury is at superior conjunction with
the Sun, 1.36 AU or 203 million km from the Earth and
52 million km beyond the Sun. After conjunction Mercury will become an evening object, but remains too
close to the Sun to be visible during the remainder of
August.
By the 31st Jupiter will be an easy object in the early
dawn sky, 40
minutes before sunrise it will be 15° above the horizon
shining brightly to the northeast.

OUTER PLANETS
NEPTUNE is at opposition on August 27, when it will
be 29.0 AU, 4334 million km from the Earth and a further 150 million km from the Sun. At opposition its
magnitude is 7.8. Neptune is in Aquarius.
URANUS is more than 3 hours behind Neptune, so it
will not rise until late evening early in the month and
mid evening by the end. Its magnitude is 5.7, the planet
being in Pisces.

BRIGHTER ASTEROIDS
Both (1) Ceres and (4) Vesta are at conjunction with
the Sun during
August, Vesta on August 5 and Ceres August 16. At
opposition Vesta will be 3.47 AU, 519 million km from
the Earth and 367 million km from the Sun. From the
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point of view of the Earth, Vesta
will pass 2.5° north of the
Sun. Ceres at opposition is slightly
further away, 533 million km from
Earth and 3883 from the Sun. It
passes 7° north of the Sun.
While Ceres and Vesta are too
close to the Sun to observe, a number of other asteroids are in binocular reach during August, with two
being at opposition.
(2) Pallas is in Monoceros, magni-

Comet ISON: Incoming
Sungrazer
Comet ISON will make an appearance in Earth's sky in 2013. While
it's hard to predict just how bright
the comet will be when it arrives,
some astronomers are saying that it
could be as bright as the full moon
or perhaps, even visible in daylight.
The comet is named after a telescope for the International Scientific
Optical Network. Two Russians
spotted ISON through a 15.7-inch
(0.4-meter) reflecting telescope
from that organization.
ISON is considered a "sungrazer,"
meaning that it will pass very close
to the sun when it gets into the inner solar system in November
2013.
Amateur astronomers Vitali Nevski
and Artyom Novichonok spotted
the comet in photographs taken by
an ISON telescope in September
2012.
Even from a great distance, the
comet does appear bright, making it
possible that its nucleus is somewhere between 0.6 miles and 6
miles (1 to 10 kilometres) wide,
according to astronomer Matthew
Knight of the Lowell Observatory
and NASA.
ISON is expected to get as close as
800,000 miles (1.2 million km) from
the sun's surface, providing it survives the gravitational forces or the
sun's radiation. That closest ap-

tude 9.1, changing little during the
month
(3) Juno Starts the month in Aquarius magnitude 9.0. It soon moves
into Aquila where it is at opposition
on August 14, still magnitude
9.0. By the end of August it will
have dimmed a little to 9.3.
(7) Iris is also in Aquarius, it is at
opposition on August 16 at
magnitude 7.9, so at that date is the
brightest asteroid.

proach will take place on Nov. 28,
2013.
Traditionally, comets are named
after the people who find them,
such as Shoemaker-Levy 9 that
crashed into Jupiter in 1994,
or Hale-Bopp that brightened
Northern Hemisphere skies in
1997.
Comet ISON, however, is part of a
newer trend that sees the name of
the comet after the project rather
than the individuals who discovered
it. This means that several comets
could have the same name, leading
to confusion.
For that reason and also because
the newer method is less personal,
Peter Jedicke, past president of the
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, is calling for a return to the old
naming convention.
Every comet also has a name assigned to it by the International Astronomical Union that includes features such as the year of discovery.
ISON's official name is Comet
C/2012 S1.
At the time of its discovery in late
September 2012, Comet ISON was
625 million miles (1 billion km) from
Earth in the constellation of Cancer.
At 584 million miles (939 million
km) from the sun, the comet was
shining at magnitude 18.8 on a scale
used by astronomers to gauge how
bright sky objects are. (Brighter
objects have a lower number.) This
is about 100,000 times fainter than
what the naked eye can see.

(8) Flora is past opposition, its magnitude dims from 9.0 to 9.6 during
the month. It is in Sagittarius
where it will occult a number of
faint stars.
(324) Bamberga brightens rapidly
during the month, starting at magnitude 9.4, it reaches 8.5 by the
31st. The asteroid is in Pisces. Opposition is in September.
Brian Loader

"The most exciting aspect of this
new comet concerns its preliminary
orbit, which bears a striking resemblance to that of the 'Great Comet
of 1680,'" wrote SPACE.com skywatching columnist Joe Rao in a
September 2012 article.
"That comet put on a dazzling
show; it was glimpsed in daylight
and later, as it moved away from
the sun, it threw off a brilliantly long
tail that stretched up from the
western twilight sky after sunset
like a narrow searchlight beam for
some 70 degrees of arc." (A person's clenched fist, held at arm’s
length, covers roughly 10 degrees
of sky.)
When the comet was still a long
ways from Earth, in February 2013,
NASA's Deep Impact spacecraft
took a series of images of the comet. Deep Impact has snapped closeup pictures of two comets before –
Tempel 1 and Hartley 2 – but the
astronomers were fascinated by
how much activity was taking place
on ISON despite its great distance
from the sun.
"Preliminary results indicate that
although the comet is still in the
outer solar system, more than 474
million miles (763 million km) from
the sun, it is already active. As of
Jan. 18, the tail extending from
ISON's nucleus was already more
than 40,000 miles (64,400 km)
long," NASA stated in a February
2013 press release.
Preparing for a sky show
With more than a year to get
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ready, NASA and other organizations are busy making plans for how
to observe the comet.
The agency's twin Solar TErrestrial
RElations Observatory (STEREO)
spacecraft currently does continuous observations of the sun from
orbit. This should afford the observatories a good view when the
comet swings by the sun in November 2013, NASA stated.
"If Comet ISON works out as expected, the STEREO spacecraft
should have a spectacular view,"
NASA stated.
"During the period when Comet
ISON is closest to the sun, it will
actually pass in front of the sun as
seen from behind [one of the satellites]," the agency added. "This
opens up the exciting possibility that
we might see extreme-ultraviolet
emission from the comet, as was
seen recently with the bright sungrazing Comet Lovejoy."
Comets are a notoriously fickle sky
object, however, and can flare up or
die at times that are difficult to predict. Many observers of a certain
age recall the tale of Comet Kohoutek in 1973, which was billed as the
"Comet of the Century."
However, the comet did not live up
to expectations. It was a visible
comet observed by, among others,
one of the
crews aboard
the Skylab space
station. But it
was nowhere
near as stunning
as some astronomers predicted.
What's known
for sure, however, is ISON
poses no threat
to Earth. At its
closest approach it will
still be 40 million miles (64
million km)
from Earth, just

under half the distance between the
planet and the sun.
Multiple comet discoverer David
Levy, who was on the team to spot
Shoemaker-Levy 9, offered up this
bit of advice to
SPACE.com concerning comets:
"Comets are like cats; they have
tails, and they do precisely what
they want."
http://www.space.com

The comet that may put on a spectacular light show during a November date with the Sun, was observed by the Deep Impact mission.
The spacecraft has also had close
fly-bys of comet's Tempel 1 and
Hartley 2 and scientific observations
of Garradd.
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/UMD

This is the orbital trajectory of comet C/2012 S1 (ISON). The comet is
currently located just inside the orbit
of Jupiter. In November 2013, ISON
will pass less than 1.1 million miles
(1.8 million kilometres) from the
sun's surface. The fierce heating it
experiences during this close approach to the sun could turn the
comet into a bright naked-eye object. Image released Feb. 5, 2013.
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech- See more
at: http://www.space.com/19973-
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On The Lookout For
Alien Ships In Deep
Space
Geoff Marcy isn't content to just
look for more inhabitable planets
with the Kepler space telescope. He
wants to find ET spaceships hidden
in deep space.
The University of California at
Berkeley astronomer is an official
NASA investigator assigned to the
Kepler mission and credited with
confirming almost three-quarters of
the first 100 exoplanets -- planets
outside our solar system -- found by
Kepler, as reported in Open
Minds.TV.
Nearly 900 of these "new" planets
have been detected since the 1990s,
with information on more
than 3,000 planet candidates being
examined by scientists like Marcy.
Marcy, pictured below, is absolutely
convinced Earth is part of a galactic
neighbourhood teeming with intelligent life.
"The universe is simply too large for
there not to be another intelligent
civilization out there," he told The
Sydney Morning Herald.
"Really, the proper question is:
'How far away is our nearest intelligent neighbour?' They could be 10
light-years, 100 light-years, a million
light-years or more. We have no
idea."
The Kepler spacecraft ran into a
snag in May when two of its control
wheels stopped operating. Kepler
depends on this equipment in order
to find temporary dips of light emanating from stars, which could indicate the passage of orbiting planets
in the spacecraft's line of sight, reports Discovery News.
But how does Marcy possibly hope
to find evidence in the Kepler data
that suggests an alien ship so far
away in space, when it's already difficult and time-consuming to just
confirm new planets?
Marcy plans to apply the same
methodology of sifting through the
Kepler data -- looking for the dim-

ming of light from stars that's
caused by planets passing through
the field of view -- and suggests the
same technique can be applied to
looking for giant alien ships.
"I do know that if I saw a star that
winked out, then at some point it
winked back on again, then winked
out for a long, long time and then
blinked on again, that that would be
so weird. Obviously that wouldn't
constitute the detection of an advanced civilization yet, but it would
at least alert us that follow-up observations are warranted."
Last year, the Pennsylvaniabased John Templeton Foundation awarded Marcy $200,000 for
his continued search for any ET civilizations.
The grant will be used to pay a
Berkeley student to create software
to better study the Kepler data.
"Writing the computer code is not
easy," Marcy said. "There's no prescription in any computer science
book about how to search for aliens."
The remaining grant funds will go
toward giving Marcy a chance to use
Hawaii's Keck Observatory, where
he'll search for possible laser emissions from distant advanced civilizations -- sort of an intergalactic alien
laser Internet system.
There are many who think it's not a

good idea for earthlings to search
the heavens for other life forms. In
2010, astrophysicist Stephen Hawking warned of the possible dangers
of speaking to space aliens.
Marcy has a solution for the ongoing debate on whether humans
should try and make contact with
otherworldly beings.
"The first thing we do is transmit a
message to them that says, 'We
taste bad.'"
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
An interview with Geoff Marcy can be
viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8nnTXtQvi_g
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Kiwi Teens Attending
Astronomy Olympiad
For the first time, four Kiwi school
students have been selected to
compete in the 7th International
Astronomy and Astrophysics Olympiad, being held in Greece. The
Year 13 Wellington students leave
for Greece on July 25 and are seeking financial assistance towards the
cost of attending the 10-day Olympiad.

demonstrated proficiency in practical Astronomy, are active members
of the Wellington Astronomical
Society, and have achieved highly in
NCEA Physics and Mathematics.
The level of competition will be
high, as most other competing
teams come from countries in
which astronomy forms a significant
part of the secondary school curriculum. To counter this, the four
New Zealand students have been
attending regular training sessions.

Connor Hale (Tawa College), Navodhi Delpachitra and Daniel Yska
(Onslow
College) and Darina Khun,
(Wellington East Girls College) will
travel to Volos, Greece to take part
in this prestigious international
event. All four students have

Gordon Hudson, current president
of the Royal Astronomical Society
of New
Zealand, will accompany the students. "We regard this as a wonderful opportunity for New Zealand
students to benefit from experiencing a different cultural opportunity,
and from competing against other

Astronomy for Impaired Eyes

my to disabled citizens. Allen has
impaired eyesight or legal blindness
but enjoys astronomy and the
meetings of the Horowhenua Astronomical Society.

Allen Little advises that he has set
up a website to introduce astrono-

international students of their age,"
he said.
"It raises New Zealand's international astronomical profile and gives
the
students themselves a major incentive to reach for the stars and take
their abilities to the outer limits."
Donations can be deposited in
Olympiad (03-0584-0301180-000).
For further information, contact
Gordon Hudson.
04 236 5125 (Home) 027-697 9907
(Mob) Gordon@kpo.org.nz

There members have taken time to
help him understand the multiple
wonders of space and beyond.
Allen's site is at https://
sites.google.com/site/viewablesky

Above: At 6.55 U.T. (p.m. N.Z.S.T.) experienced auroral observer and astrophotographer Geoff Cloake caught this part of the display when
energy levels were at their highest. A stable green arc with pairs of red rays above stand out ahead of the major activity further south near
the horizon.
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Above: At 10.52U.T. Les McNamara of Christchurch caught this part of the auroral break-up from Birdlings Flat near Banks Peninsula.

At the same time Sebastien Krebbs was obtaining this view high up on the Port Hills overlooking Governors Bay. Although Sebastien could
discern the rays and their movement he could not detect the colour that the camera has picked up with the long exposure, 10 seconds on
ISO 3200 24mm lens at f/2.
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Above: Cory Ului of Invercargill recorded this burst of rays around midnight on June 29th, 2013.

Right: This brilliant image was captured
by Robert Todd at Safety Cove in Tasmania. Given the size of the auroral
oval these tilted rays could easily be
the vertical ones in the picture above.
Observers in northern Victoria and
southern Western Australia also captured some fine views of this significant
auroral storm. Unfortunately at its best
in the early part of the evening the
Planetary K Index, an indication of the
strength of the sun’s magnetic output,
was only Kp 7 and then dropped to Kp
5. In comparison the Great Storms of
the last several Sunspot Cycle maxima
1978-83, 1989-94 and 1998-2004, were
all of the Kp 8 or 9 category and were
therefore better seen from here.
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